While the S approach [22] obtained high ranking-accuracy in many experiments in the literature, it is also known for its high computational cost of learning its parameters from data. For this reason, we focus in this paper on variants of high-dimensional regression problems that have closed-form solutions. Moreover, we motivate a re-scaling rather than a re-weighting approach for dealing with biases regarding item-popularities in the data. We also discuss properties of the sparse solution, and outline a computationally efficient approximation. In experiments on three publicly available data sets, we observed not only extremely reduced training times, but also significantly improved ranking accuracy compared to S . Surprisingly, various state-of-the-art models, including deep non-linear autoencoders, were also outperformed on two of the three data sets in our experiments, in particular for recommendations with highly personalized relevance.
INTRODUCTION S
[22] is a linear-regression model with several constraints, and achieved competitive recommendation-accuracy in the literature, despite its simplicity. ese constraints, however, render the training computationally expensive. In this paper, we simplify this approach and discuss several extensions. is article summarizes several extensions of our short paper [31] . e main contributions are as follows:
• Compared to S , we dropped the L1-norm regularizationterm and the non-negativity constraint on the learned weights for computational efficiency. Surprisingly, we observed considerable improvements in ranking-accuracy, even outperforming other competing models, like deep non-linear autoencoders on two of the three data sets in our experiments.
• In S [22] and its variants [14, 27] , the learning problem was decomposed into independent tasks, one for each item, which is computationally very costly, even though it is embarrassingly parallel. We show that it is possible to solve a modified problem with a single closed-form solution (Section 3). Closed-form solutions are the main focus of this paper.
• Whereas the constraint of a zero-diagonal in the learned weight-matrix was dropped in variants [14, 27] of S for computational reasons, we found this constraint to be crucial for improved ranking-accuracy in our experiments (Sec. 3).
• We show that biases in the data, in particular adjustments in item-popularities, can be tackled effectively by re-scaling the target-values, rather than re-weighting the errors, in the presented approach (Section 4).
• In Section 5, we discuss that the main advantage of sparse modeling in collaborative filtering may be in the reduction of the computational cost rather than in improvements in ranking-accuracy. Sparse modeling may improve recommendation accuracy, however, by reducing the occurrence of trust-busters in the sense of generally popular items that are unrelated to the user's past user-item interactions.
While training sparse models can be computationally expensive, we outline an efficient approximate approach.
• e learned weight-matrix of the regression-model may also be interpreted as the item-item similarity-matrix in a neighborhood-based approach (e.g., see [27] ). e closedform solution in this paper reveals that the conceptually correct similarity matrix is determined by the inverse of the given item-item (or user-user) data-matrix (Section 3), which is in stark contrast to existing approaches (e.g., see [34, 35] and references therein). e computational cost is discussed in Section 6, where we also highlight the greatly reduced training-time observed in our experiments. We finish this paper with a summary of the experimental set-up (Section 7). Related work is discussed in each of the sections regarding the different variants outlined in this paper.
APPROACH: PRELIMINARIES
Let the training data be given in the form of two user-item interaction matrices Y , X ∈ R |U |× |I | , where U and I are the sets of users and items in the training data, respectively, and | · | denotes the cardinality of a set. ese matrices are typically sparse (unobserved interactions are represented by zero). Observed interactions may be represented by ones (e.g., user has listened to a song) or by continuous values (e.g., the time a user listened to a song).
We use two matrices Y , X for training, as to allow for the fact that they possibly hold different data: for instance, in practical applications, X may represent the past user-item interactions, while Y may reflect the future ones, relative to a chosen reference-time. Also, X and Y may hold different kinds of user-item interactions, like product-views and product-purchases on a shopping site. We also allow for X = Y (as is common in the literature), except for the approach in Section 3.2.
e linear model considered in this paper is defined by its itemitem weight-matrix B ∈ R |I |× |I | . e model-predictions arê
whereB denotes the weight-matrix estimated from the given data, andŶ are the predicted scores. 1 e training objective iŝ
where || · || F denotes the Frobenius norm. L 2 -norm regularization with hyper-parameter λ > 0 is used to prevent overfi ing (ridge regression). We chose this simple training objective, as it allows for closed-form solutions, as will be discussed in the remainder of this paper. e well-known solution of Eq. 2 is given bŷ
where I denotes the identity matrix. Obviously, if Y = X and λ = 0, thenB (rr) = I is the trivial solution, and is hence not useful. is motivates the constraint of a zero diagonal, of which two different variants are discussed in the following section.
ZERO DIAGONALS
We first outline the constraint of a zero diagonal in the weight matrix B (as fist introduced in S [22] ), and derive the closed-form solution. As a simple alternative (see Section 3.2), yet with slightly less accurate predictions, one may split the training data into disjoint matrices X , Y .
Zero Diagonal in the Weight Matrix
As to exclude the trivial solution B = I , we now add the constraint that the diagonal of the weight matrix has to vanish (this constraint was first introduced in S [22] , but was dropped in later variants [14, 27] for computational efficiency):
S [22] and its variants [14, 27] took advantage of the fact that this least-squares problem decomposes into separate least-squares problems, one for each column/item i ∈ I,
which can be solved independently of each other. Despite embarrassingly parallel computations, this is costly or even prohibitive in domains with a large number of items, e.g., see row (a) in Table  4 , where the original implementation by the authors [22] was used. is motivated us to derive the closed-form solution of Eq. 5, using the method of Lagrangian multipliers, which applies to equality constraints. We define the vector of Lagrangian multipliers γ = (γ 1 , ..., γ |I | ) ⊤ and form the Lagrangian:
1 WhileB captures pairwise (item-item) parameters, also unary item-interceptparameters may be included in the model by appending a column of ones to X and a row (of item-intercepts) to the bo om ofB. As we did not find significant improvements in our experiments, only results without the item-intercepts are reported. An alternative to learning the item-intercepts as part of B, is to simply center each column i ∈ I in the training-matrix Y by subtracting its mean µ i , then learn B (without item-intercepts), and add the means back as to obtain the final scoreŝ Y + ì 1 · µ ⊤ = XB + ì 1 · µ ⊤ , with a column-vector of ones and the vector of means µ = (µ 1 , ..., µ |I| ) ⊤ . e items are finally ranked by these scores. e constrained optimization problem in Eq. 5 is solved by minimizing this Lagrangian. We hence set its derivative to zero, which yields the estimateB (0d) a er re-arranging terms:
whereB (rr) andP are given by Eqs. 3 and 4; diagMat(γ ) denotes the diagonal matrix with the Lagrangian multipliers γ = (γ 1 , ..., γ |I | ) ⊤ . eir values are determined by the constraint diag(B (0d) ) = 0, which yields
where ⊙ denotes the elementwise product. It follows that
where ⊘ denotes the elementwise division of the two vectors on the diagonals of the matricesB (rr) andP (which is well-defined given thatP is invertible). Substituting this back into Eq. 8, yieldŝ
which is the closed-form solution of Eq. 5.
is identity, together with Eq. 3. is substituted into Eq. 9, which further simplifies for X = Y :
i.e., the inverted matrixP (see Eq. 4) fully determinesB
; in fact, the off-diagonal elements ofB
are obtained by dividing each column i ofP by its diagonal elementP ii . Hence, even if X = Y , we have thatB
is an asymmetric matrix in general, even thoughP is symmetric. Given thatB (0d) may also be interpreted as the similarity-matrix in a neighborhood-based approach, Eqs. 10 and 4 show that the conceptually correct similarity-matrix is asymmetric and is based on the inverse of the data Gram-matrix X ⊤ X . ese are two key differences to the similarity-matrices commonly used in neighborhoodbased approaches (e.g., see [34, 35] and references therein), which typically employ re-scaled versions of X ⊤ X (e.g., cosine similarity).
Experiments: Surprisingly, in our experiments we found that B (0d) , despite its simplicity, was not only competitive with the various baselines in rows (a)-(e) in Table 1 , but also outperformed them in Tables 3 and 4 -in the la er, remarkably by about 20%.
Zero Diagonal in the Data Gram-Matrix
In this section, we show that the unconstrained regression-problem, see Eqs. 2-4, can be a useful approach if the data matrices are (forced to be) disjoint in the sense that each observed user-iteminteraction is reflected by either Y or X (but not both), i.e., Y ⊙X = 0 where ⊙ denotes the elementwise product (unobserved interactions are represented by 0). If Y ⊙ X = 0, then it is easy to see that diag(X ⊤ Y ) = 0, i.e., we now have a zero diagonal in the data Grammatrix X ⊤ Y . While different from the constraint diag(B) = 0 in Eq. 5, we show in the following that both are almost the same.
Given that only a single training matrix Z was available in our experiments on publicly available data sets, we created disjoint matrices Y , X by random splits of Z , see Appendix for details: as a result, we used X ⊤ X := Z ⊤ Z and 
Note its similarity to Eq. 10, where one can re-write diagMat(
Experiments: While less accurate thanB (0d) in our experiments, even this simple approach (row 2) was competitive with several of the baselines in rows (a)-(e) in Tables 1, 3 , and 4.
BIASED TRAINING-DATA
A key challenge in real-world applications of recommender systems is the removal of the various biases that are present in the data. Several different approaches have been developed for estimating and removing biases (e.g., [15, 16, 25] ), o en based on inverse propensity scoring. A very prominent bias is due to the fact that the data are missing not at random [19] . A simple, yet effective, approach is to sample negative user-item interactions when learning the model from training-data that are mainly comprised of positive user-item interactions, as is done in weighted matrix factorization [12, 23, 29] . Another useful application is the removal of the popularity-bias in the data, so that the model can learn itemsimilarities that are not tainted by item-popularities [21, 30] -in the domain of natural language processing this was done by word2vec [21] .
In this section, we first outline the weighted version of matrixbased regression. As it cannot be solved in closed form in general, we then motivate a re-scaled version, which can be solved easily.
Weighted Errors
Allowing for a possibly different weightW u,i regarding the squared error of each user u and item i is the most general weighting scheme:
where ⊙ denotes the elementwise product of the elementwise squareroot of the weighting-matrix W ∈ R |U |× |I | concerning the errormatrix Y − X B. is problem may be solved by decomposing it into separate columns (like in Eq. 6), and solving a weighted linear regression for each column i ∈ I, analogous to S [22] . A closed-form solution to the linear problem where B is a matrix rather than a vector, unfortunately does not exist for a general weighting-matrix W . Two important special cases with a closedform solution are as follows.
Weighting of Users.
If W = w (U) · ì 1 ⊤ is the outer product of the vector of user-weights w (U) ∈ R |U | and a vector of ones,
, and it is easy to see that the solution forB (weighted) is given by Eq. 9 (see also Eqs. 3 and 4) a er replacing X ⊤ X by X ⊤ diagMat(w (U) )X , and X ⊤ Y by X ⊤ diagMat(w (U) )Y . Note that this re-weighting may be done in the data-preprocessing step when these two item-item matrices are generated, prior to the training.
Weighting of Items
is the outer product of a vector of ones and the vector of item-weights
2 . e last identity shows that the squared error decomposes into a weighted sum of independent squared errors, one regarding each column i ∈ I. Hence, the optimal solutionB
for column i is unaffected by item-weight w (I) i (assuming that the L2-norm regularization is re-scaled accordingly). Consequently, this simple weighting scheme has no effect on the learned model-weightsB (weighted) .
For the item-weighting to have an effect, for each item i, different weights have to be used across users. For instance, this is done in weighted matrix factorization [12, 23, 29] , where the weight of a user-item interaction depends on the fact whether it was observed or was missing in the data-matrix. Unfortunately, such a weighting scheme with W u,i does not have a closed-form solution for matrixB (weighted) in general. is motivated us to consider a different approach, which allows for a closed-form solution using only itemweights w (I) , as outlined in the following section.
Re-scaled Target-Values
In this section we show the effectiveness of re-scaling the target values Y with item-weights w (I) ∈ R |I | . Note that this avoids the use of weights W u,i that depend on both users and items, which would prevent a closed-form solution. Re-scaling the target values,
may be motivated as follows: let us consider the special case that Y is a binary matrix, reflecting the observed (value 1) and missing (value 0) user-item interactions. For each item i ∈ I , if we re-weight the squared errors (like in Eq. 12) depending on the fact whether the user-item-interaction is observed (weight w 1 ) or missing (weight w 0 ) in Y , then the leading-order effect is that the trained model will predict a different mean (or intercept) for the item (see also [13] for logistic regression). For instance, the intercept will increase as we increase w 1 relative to w 0 . Now, the same leading-order effect can also be achieved by re-scaling (see Eq. 13) while using only the vector of item-weights w (I) (i.e., using only one weight per item): the reason is that, for each item i ∈ I, w
i re-scales only the observed user-item interactions due to their value of 1 in Y , while the missing ones are unaffected by w (I) i due to their value of 0; hence the mean (or intercept) for each item i can be controlled by re-scaling with weight w (I)
i .
e difference between re-weighting and re-scaling is that the errors are quantified in different ways. is may be of concern if the ultimate objective is to (exactly) optimize the weighted squared error. In our case, however, neither one of the training objectives (re-weighted in Eq. 12 or re-scaled in Eq. 13) matches exactly our final goal of optimizing a ranking-metric (on the test data). We hence use the re-scaled objective in Eq. 13 as a surrogate objective, as it has a closed-form solution. It can be derived easily: first, we substitutẽ Y := Y · diagMat(w (I) ). en the solution is given by Eq. 9 (see also Eqs. 3 and 4), with Y replaced byỸ in Eq. 5. Finally, undoing the substitution, and realizing that the diagonal matrix diagMat(w (I) ) can be pulled out of both terms in Eq. 9, we obtain
whereB (0d) is given by Eq. 9. is solution has the interesting property that it decomposes such that the re-scaling with w (I) can be applied a erB (0d) has been learned.
is is especially useful in practical situations where the weights w (I) may change rapidly: the model does not need to be re-trained with new weights w (I) -instead one may simply multiply the learned modelB (0d) with the current weights w (I) at the time of making recommendations.
Moreover, note that the item-weights w (I) are unary quantities, while the model-weights B are pairwise quantities-hence, compared to B, the item-weights w (I) can be estimated reliably from a much smaller data set, which is beneficial in case of rapid changes in item-popularities.
Example: Popularity Adjustments
When training without re-weighting or re-scaling, collaborativefiltering approaches learn not only the similarities among the items but also their different popularities from the training data. is learned trade-off between item-similarities and item-popularities determines the recommendations made for a given user. Adjusting this trade-off can be crucial for the quality of recommendations [6, 30] . We illustrate the effectiveness of the re-scaled approach (see Eqs. 13 and 14) in two applications.
4.3.1 Removal of Popularity-Bias. e goal of removing the popularity bias that is present in the training data, is to learn a model that focuses on item similarities. We start by defining the popularity of item i as pop i = u Y u,i , and the popularity-vector regarding all items as pop = (pop 1 , ..., pop |I | ) ⊤ . For instance, if Y is binary, it is the number of users who interacted with item i. As to allow for different degrees of item-popularities to be removed during training, we introduce the exponent α ∈ [0, 1], see also [21, 30] . e value of α has to be chosen depending on the data (e.g., 0.75 is used in word2vec for natural language [21] ). We found α = 0.5 to work well on the publicly available data used in our experiments in Section 7. Analogous to inverse propensity weighting, we chose the weights for re-scaling as
where ⊘ denotes the elementwise division, and the exponent α is applied elementwise as well. Note that the normalization of the weight-vector w (I) does not ma er in Eq. 14 when ranking the items according to the predicted scores. Experiments: Table 2 illustrates the effect: as an example, we picked the movie ' e Matrix (1999)' in the Netflix data: 3 for a dummy-user who has watched only this movie, the top recommendations based onB (scaled) are comprised of three additional sequels, as expected for a model that focuses on similarity. is is in contrast to the unweighted modelB (0d) , whose recommendations reflect the trade-off between item-similarities and the itempopularities as learned from the training data, which results in only one sequel in the top recommendations.
Adjusting to Current Item-Popularities.
In this section, we show that the re-scaling approach in Eqs. 13 and 14 is a simple yet effective method for adapting the recommendations to the varying item-popularities over time. 2 When making recommendations at time t, it is typically suboptimal to use the average popularity pop i of an item in the training data, as these data may have been collected over an extended time-period, during which each item's popularity may have changed. Instead, using the items' popularities at time t can lead to improved recommendations. ese popularities may be estimated based on a small time-window near t, and we denote them by pop i (t).
e weights for re-scaling can now be defined as
i.e., in Eq. 14 this removes the average item-popularity pop that was learned byB (0d) and replaces it by the popularity pop(t) at time t. As a result,B (scaled) reflects the item-popularities at time t, besides the item-item similarities learned byB (0d) , see Eq. 14.
Experiments: For a dummy-user who interacted only with the movie ' e Matrix (1999)', Table 2 (bo om) shows the top recommendations at three different points in time during the 6-year timespan covered by the Netflix data. 3 As expected, the sequels make their appearances in the top recommendations according to the rise and fall of their popularities over time.
is illustrates the importance of accounting for the item-popularities at the time of making recommendations.
is is quantified in rows 5-10 in Table 3 , which illustrates the improvements in ranking accuracy when taking into account the time of recommendation: first, we estimated the item-popularities pop(t), and hence weights w (I) (t), by spli ing the data of the trainingusers (which are disjoint from the test-users) into N successive time-intervals with equal amounts of data (the time-intervals may hence have different lengths). en, for each interaction of a testuser with a test-item, we determined as to which of the N intervals it fell into, and applied the corresponding weights w (I) (t) according to Eq. 14. is resulted in the ranked list of recommendations, and we determined the rank of the test-item. We finally used these ranks of the test-items as to compute the ranking metrics in the same way as we did for the other, time-agnostic, approaches in Table 3 . Note that we chose this scheme as it follows exactly the same evaluation-protocol, and uses exactly the same training and test data as was used for the other, time-agnostic, approaches in Table 3 . It hence directly shows the large improvements due to taking into account the time of prediction. is evaluation-scheme, of course, is unrealistic, given that information in the training-data from the future is possibly used when making recommendations for the test-users in the past-which is a general shortcoming of randomly spli ing the data into test and training sets, as is commonly done in the literature. Predicting the future based on the past, relative to a chosen reference-point in time, of course, would be more realistic.
Rows 5-10 in Table 3 also show that spli ing the training data into about 200 time-intervals yielded the best ranking accuracy.
is implies that a smaller number of time-intervals did not provide sufficient resolution in time, while a larger number reduced the amount of data in each interval to a level where the weights w (I) could not be estimated accurately.
SPARSE MODELING
In this section, we focus on learning a sparse weight-matrixB (sparse) , instead of a dense one. For simplicity of argument, we assume that X = Y throughout this section: in this case, the weight-matrix B
is completely determined byP, see Eq. 10. If we further assume that the data-matrix 1 |U | · X ⊤ X is the covariance matrix (i.e., the means have been subtracted from each column in X , see also footnote 1), then the problem of determiningP (see Eq. 4) becomes the estimation problem of a sparse inverse covariance matrix, or sparse precision matrix. is is a well-studied problem in the areas of structure-learning in graphical models and of statistical signal processing, e.g., [3, 7, 8, 11, 20, 24, 33, 36] . Most of the common approaches add a sparsity-inducing penalty term to the training objective. L 0 -norm penalties (like AIC or BIC [1, 2, 26]) lead to nonconvex (and NP hard) optimization problems, which are typically tackled by various (heuristic) subset selection methods, while the L 1 -norm penalty results in a convex optimization problem, which has a racted much recent work, e.g., see [3, 7, 11, 20, 24, 33, 36] and references therein.
In Section 5.1, we point out that sparse modeling may improve the quality of recommendations by reducing the number of trustbusters in the sense of eliminating generally popular items that are unrelated to the user's interests. As there are typically only few trust-busters, we will discuss in Section 5.2 as to why sparse modeling in collaborative-filtering may not lead to notable improvements in (aggregate) ranking metrics. Finally, in Section 5.3 we outline a simple approximate approach to learning a sparse weightmatrix in a computationally efficient way.
Relevance of Non-Zero Weights
In this section, we discuss that (1) the learned sparsity pa ern inP (i.e., which entries are non-zero) is determined by the item-item similarities irrespective of the item-popularities, hence focusing on relevance (i.e., statistical dependence). (2) In contrast, the non-zero values inP capture both itemitem similarities and item-popularities when X reflects sparse binary user-item interactions 4 (where the means are possibly subtracted from the columns).
Item (2) is immediately evident from the fact thatP is the (regularized) inverse of X ⊤ X , see Eq. 4. Note that the item-popularities not only affect the mean, but also the standard deviation in each column of X . 4 e la er is preserved even if 1 |U | · X ⊤ X is the covariance matrix.
Item (1) follows from the well-known fact that a zero entryP i, j = 0 in the precision matrix (or inverse covariance matrix) corresponds to the conditional independence of the variables i, j given all the other variables I\{i, j} (e.g., [20] ). It is important to realize that the degree of (conditional) dependence of two Gaussian random variables is unaffected by their means and standard deviations-for this reason, the various hypothesis-tests regarding the (conditional) independence of Gaussian random variables are based on their (partial) correlation coefficients, rather than on their covariances. Note that the mean and the standard deviation (which contain information on the item-popularities) do not affect the correlation coefficients.
Given that the learned weight matrixB
is completely determined byP if we assume X = Y (see Eq. 10), items (1) and (2) hence carry over toB (sparse) . In practice, this may reduce the risk of recommending items that are generally popular but unrelated to a user's past user-item-interactions, as the corresponding entries inB (sparse) are likely learned to be zero for unrelated but popular items due to small correlations (while the covariances might possibly be large). Experiments: Our experiments on sparsity are based on MSD, as it is the largest of the three data sets, and hence the largest speedup in training-time can be expected (see Section 6), which is the main goal of using sparse modeling in this paper. Rows 5-10 in Table 4 illustrate, for two sparsity levels (0.003 and 0.0007), that the sparsity pa ern is indeed determined in good approximation by the correlation matrix: for simplicity, we created (suboptimal) sparse weight-matricesB (sparse) by elementwise multiplication of the dense solutionB
with various sparse binary indicatormatrices A, which were determined by thresholding the absolute values in three different matrices: (1) thresholdingB (0d) (X =Y ) serves as a baseline, and may also be viewed as subset selection based on an L 0 -norm penalty. (2) thresholding the correlation matrix cor(X , X ) is only slightly worse in Table 4 -even though only (marginal) correlations are considered here. From a computational perspective, this thresholding has the advantage that it can be carried out before learning the weight matrix, which will be used in the algorithm outlined in Section 5.3. (3) In contrast, thresholding X ⊤ X yields considerably worse results in Table 4 , as expected. Apart from that, it is remarkable that, relative to the dense solution (cf.B (0d) (X =Y ) in row 3), the sparse solutions resulted in ranking-accuracies that were only slightly degraded at the sparsity levels 0.003 and 0.0007-dense models with the same number of parameters would be restricted to only 123 and 27 latent dimensions and one hidden layer, respectively. e models based on low-dimensional embeddings in rows (b)-(e) in Table 4 , however, have a much larger number of parameters-yet their ranking accuracies are considerably worse.
is illustrates the effectiveness of high-dimensional sparse models compared to deep lowdimensional dense models in this domain.
Predictive Accuracy
Given that sparsity in the model-parameters entails regularization of the learned model as well as feature selection, improved predictive accuracy of sparse models has been observed in various fields, especially when the training data were small, like in bioinformatics.
In our experiments, however, we did not observe a large difference between dense and sparse solutions: cf. row (4) with row (a) in Tables 1 and 3 : 'B (0d) ≥ 0' is the (suboptimal) non-negative solution, obtained by se ing all the negative values inB (0d) to zero (about 60% of the entries); 'B (0d) ≥ 0' hence is a dense matrix regarding the remaining 40% of positive entries. e only difference between row (4) and row (a) is hence that S [22] is additionally a sparse model. 5 While this empirical result of about equal predictive accuracy of sparse and dense models in our experiments may by surprising at first glance, it may also be explained as follows: predictive accuracy is typically evaluated in terms of cross validation (or held-out test-data). Now, let us recall two properties of AIC [1, 2] : (1) AIC is obtained as the leading-order approximation to cross-validation in the asymptotic limit [1, 2] ; (2) when AIC is added as a penalty-term to the training objective, while it may entail sparse solutions when the training set is small, AIC tends to entail (close to) dense solutions for large data sets, as the (unknown) true model underlying the data is typically outside the (limited) model-class considered. In our experiments, the amount of data is apparently sufficiently close to the asymptotic limit (in aggregate across all users, which determines the sufficient statistics for training, i.e., the data matrices X ⊤ X and X ⊤ Y ), so that sparse models may not achieve considerably improved prediction/ranking accuracy compared to dense models.
Efficient Approximate Sparse Training
While the computational cost (memory footprint and computation time) can be greatly reduced in sparse models when making predictions/recommendations, learning a sparse model o en has a larger computational cost than learning a dense model (see also introduction to Section 5). For this reason, we now outline a simple heuristic for obtaining a sparse solution in a computationally efficient way, comprised of three steps.
First, we determine the sparsity-pa ern A ∈ {0, 1} |I |× |I | of B (sparse) by applying a threshold θ to the absolute value of the (marginal) correlation coefficients (see also Section 5.1): A i, j = 0 if |cor(X , X )| < θ, and A i, j = 1 otherwise. e value of θ may be chosen according to the desired p-value in the hypothesis test for independence of Gaussian variables, according to the corresponding L 0 -norm penalty-term added to the training objective, or simply such that the desired level of sparsity is obtained.
Note that, under the Markov assumption in Markov networks (but not in Bayesian networks), it holds that conditional independence of i and j given a set S ⊆ I \ {i, j} implies that they are also independent conditional on any super-set T of S. Under this assumption, the marginal independence of i and j (as determined by threshold θ) implies thatP i j = 0.
S
was trained with the original code published by the authors of [22] , and hence is a close-to-optimal solution. is first step may be viewed as a backward subset-selection step or as the initial step of the constraint-based approach to learning graphical models [28] -for computational efficiency we do not consider (higher-order) partial correlations here.
e goal of the first step merely is to efficiently determine a sparsity pa ern such that the second step can be computed efficiently (where additional (close to) zero entries inP may be determined). To this end, we additionally cap the number of non-zero entries in each column of A by N (max) (we chose 1,000 in our experiments), which limits the maximal size of the sub-problems to be solved in the second step.
In the second step, we estimate the non-zero values inB (sparse) given the sparsity pa ern in A from the first step.
e non-zero values may be computed exactly by solving a separate regression problem for each column ofB (sparse) , as was done in fsSLIM [22] . Following the theme of this paper, we instead aim to solve the regression problem for an entire sub-matrix (i.e., several columns) at once for computational efficiency. To this end, we start by maintaining a list L of the column-indices of A, sorted in descending order by the number of non-zero entries in each column of A (as a tie-break, we use the maximal correlation coefficient |cor(X , X )| (i.e., absolute value) in each column as a secondary sorting criteria).
We then iterate through the list L until it is empty as follows: at step k of the iteration, if i is the first column-index in list L, we determine the set I k of item-indices j where A j,i = 1. We then remove all the indices j ∈ I k from list L. Note that L shrinks in size by several indices per iteration, which makes this approach computationally efficient. Now, we estimate the sub-matrixB (sparse) I k ×I k from the (dense) sub-matrix (X ⊤ X ) I k ×I k according to Eqs. 10 and 4.
Estimating these sub-matrices independently of each other in each step, may admi edly be a crude approximation in general. If A is a block-diagonal matrix, however, the exact solution is obtained. Given that each sub-matrix(X ⊤ X ) I k ×I k is concerned with a set I k of highly-correlated items by construction (see first step), matrix A may actually be close to block-diagonal in some sense, with some overlap of the blocks.
In the third and final step, all the sub-matricesB
are aggregated as to obtainB (sparse) , by simply averaging their values where these sub-matrices overlap. Experiments: Regarding MSD, the largest data set in our experiments, the experimental results are shown in rows 11-12 in Table  4 : the ranking accuracies drop only slightly compared to the dense solution (row 2), while still considerably outperforming the lowdimensional-embedding models in rows (b)-(e) in Table 4 . At the same time the training-time is greatly reduced, as discussed in the next section.
COMPUTATIONAL COST
e computational cost of the presented approach is determined by the size of the matrices X ⊤ X and X ⊤ Y , which can serve as sufficient statistics in place of the possibly much larger matrices X and Y . ey can be computed in a pre-processing step prior to learning the model. e step that is computationally expensive is the e closed-form solution was key to the vastly reduced trainingtimes in our experiments: learningB (0d) took less than 2, 2 and 20 minutes on the data sets ML20M, Netflix and MSD, respectively, on an AWS instance with 64 GB RAM and 16 vCPUs. In stark contrast, [17] reports that parallelized grid search for S took about two weeks on the Netflix data, and the MSD data was 'too large for it to finish in a reasonable amount of time' [17] . Apart from that, the variational autoencoders, the most accurate models among the baselines, took several hours to train, using the publicly available code. 6 When learning the sparse approximationB (sparse) on the MSD data (see Table 4 ), we observed that the (wall-clock) training-time dropped from less than 20 minutes for (dense)B (0d) (row 3) to less than 2 minutes (row 11) and 30 seconds (row 12) for the sparse approximation. Moreover, this sparse approximation also reduces the memory footprint during training (steps 2 and 3), as only small sub-matrices have to be kept in memory.
Step 1 is memory-intense, but requires only simple thresholding-operations that can be implemented on any common big-data platform for pre-processing the data.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we summarize the experimental set-up. We follow the se ing in [17] , as the authors provided publicly available code 6 for reproducibility of the results. Our experimental results are discussed in the corresponding previous sections regarding zerodiagonals, biased data and sparse modeling.
Given that a single user-item training-matrix Z was available in the publicly available data sets (instead of two different matrices X and Y ), we use X = Y = Z for all the models, except forB (rr) where we use the modification outlined in Section 3.2.
While the reader is referred to [17] for details of the experimental se ing, we provide a summary in the following. In [17] , results for the following models were reported, which we now use as baselines in our paper:
• Sparse Linear Method (S ) [22] . Besides the original model, also a computationally faster approximation (which (2000) drops the constraints on the weights) [14] was considered, but its results were not found to be on par with the other models in the experiments in [17] .
• Weighted Matrix Factorization ( ) [12, 23] , a linear model with a latent representation of users and items.
• Collaborative Denoising Autoencoder ( ) [37] , a nonlinear model with one hidden layer.
• denoising autoencoder (M ) and variational autoencoder (M ) [17] , both trained using the multinomial likelihood, which was found to outperform the Gaussian and logistic likelihoods. Best results were obtained in [17] for the M and M models that were rather shallow 'deep models', namely with a 200-dimensional latent representation, as well as a 600-dimensional hidden 7 layer in both the encoder and decoder. Both models are non-linear, and M is also probabilistic.
ree data sets were used in the experiments in [17] , and were preprocessed and filtered for items and users with a certain activity level, resulting in the following data-set sizes, see [17] for details: 6 • MovieLens 20 Million (ML-20M) data [9] We also follow the evaluation protocol used in [17] , which is based on strong generalization, i.e., the training, validation and test sets are disjoint in terms of users. is is in contrast to weak generalization, where the training and test sets are disjoint in terms of user-item interaction-pairs, but not in terms of users. Concerning evaluation in terms of ranking metrics, Recall@k for k ∈ {20, 50} as well as Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain, NDCG@100 were used in [17] .
When learningB (0d) , we found the optimal L2-norm regularization parameter λ to be about 500 on ML-20M, 1,000 on Netflix, and 200 on MSD data. Note that these values are much larger than the typical values used for S , which o en are of the order of 1, see [22] .B (0d) is dense and hence has many more parameters than than S , which is sparse. In the sparse approximation outlined in Section 5.3, we found the optimal λ to decrease from 200 to 50 and 5 for sparsity levels 0.003 and 0.0007, respectively, on the MSD data (see rows 11 and 12 in Table 4) .
As mentioned earlier, the experimental results regarding the different variants of linear regression are discussed in the corresponding Sections 3, 4, and 5 above.
Difference between Data Sets: When comparing the ranking accuracies across the three data sets (see Tables 1, 3 , and 4), it is interesting that, relative to the best competing model,B (0d) is slightly worse on ML-20M, slightly be er on Netflix, and considerably better on MSD (remarkably by about 20%). Having considered various properties of these data sets (see also table 1 in [17] ), we suspect that this may be explained by the trade-off between recommending generally popular items vs. personally relevant items to each user: to this end, we evaluated the popularity-based model (see row 1 in Tables 1, 3 , and 4) as an additional baseline, i.e., the items are ranked by their popularities. ese unpersonalized recommendations obviously ignore the personalized relevance to a user. Row 1 in Tables 1, 3 , and 4 shows that this popularity-based model obtains be er accuracy on the ML-20M data than it does on the Netflix data, while its accuracy is considerably reduced on the MSD data. is suggests that good recommendations on the MSD data have to focus much more on personally relevant items rather than on generally popular items, compared to the ML-20M and Netflix data. e notable improvement ofB (0d) over the competing models on the MSD data suggests that it is able to be er recommend personally relevant items on this data set. On the other hand, the results on the ML-20M and Netflix data suggest thatB (0d) is also Table 4 : Accuracy on MSD data (standard errors≈0.001).
Recall Recall NDCG row approach @20 @50 @100
(1) popularity 0.043 0.068 0.058 As the contributions of this paper are itemized in the Introduction, we conclude with a research question raised by the empirical results in our experiments: with similar memory footprints, will deep models that use high-dimensional sparse representations be considerably more accurate than deep models based on lowdimensional dense embeddings, especially in domains with a large number of diverse items? is question is motivated by the observation that the (shallow) linear regression models considerably outperformed all the competing deep low-dimensional models on the task of making highly personalized recommendations (see Million Song Data in Table 4 ). e linear model is based on the fullrank item-item matrix, and hence is high-dimensional. In large domains, a high-dimensional dense model may not fit into memory, which calls for sparse versions of high-dimensional modelsboth variants obtained similar accuracies in our experiments, even when very sparse. It will be interesting to see if 'going deep' with high-dimensional sparse models will lead to similar gains in accuracy as were observed when 'going deep' with models based on low-dimensional dense embeddings.
APPENDIX
If a single binary user-item interaction-matrix Z ∈ {0, 1} |U |× |I | is available for training, we generate the disjoint training-matrices Y , X needed forB (rr) in Eq. 3 as follows: we split the observed useritem interactions in Z into two disjoint sets, one assigned to Y and one to X. Let us assume that the split is done randomly, and a fraction p of a user's interactions is assigned to Y , and the remaining fraction 1 − p to X . Instead of using a particular split, we use the expectation over the various splits: it is easy to see for binary Z that
where the diagonal is zero, as expected for disjoint X , Y , cf. Section 3.2, and the off-diagonal values are proportional to the ones in Z ⊤ Z . Moreover,
Note that the diagonal values are increased relative to the off-diagonal ones. In Eq. 4, this implicitly causes an additional L 2 -norm regularization ofP, similar to λ. As to explicitly control for the L 2 -norm regularization via the parameter λ in our experiments, we use the approximation that is valid for a very small value p. Finally, we drop the irrelevant proportionality constants.
